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Interesting Facts about Neon
SUMMARIZED FROM 3 SOURCES

Neon (Ne) is a colorless, non-metallic, very inert gas with an atomic 
number of ten. This member of the noble gas classification glows 
reddish orange in a vacuum tube. While experimenting on liquid air, 
Sir William Ramsay and Morris Travers discovered neon in 1898.[1]

Neon is a noble gas and almost never reacts with the other elements. 
Neon is the fourth most abundant element in the universe. Neon's 
occurrence in the Earth's atmosphere is 0.0018%. Neon's light weight 
and chemical inertness allow the gas to escape from condensing gas 
and clouds, which would trap it on Earth.[2]

The element Neon is in Group 18 on the Periodic Table of the 
Elements and is a Noble gas that occurs naturally in the atmosphere. 
Neon, whose symbol is Ne, has a complete set of electrons in its outer 
ring, eight to be exact, and is therefore chemically inert and thus far 
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Wikipedia

Discovered: 1898

Symbol: Ne

Atomic number: 10

Electron configuration: [He] 2s2 2p6

Melting point: -415.48°F (-248.60°C)

Boiling point: -410.94°F (-246.08°C)
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ring, eight to be exact, and is therefore chemically inert and thus far 
has never reacted with any other element or compound.[3]

Sources: [1] softschools.com · [2] sciencestruck.com · [3] infobarrel.com
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Who created the element neon?



What is the group number of neon?



What type of element is neon?
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Interesting Facts About Neon (Ne) - InfoBarrel
www.infobarrel.com › Technology › Science › Chemistry
Fun Facts about Neon The element Neon is in Group 18 on the Periodic Table of the
Elements and is a Noble gas that occurs naturally in the atmosphere. Neon, whose
symbol is Ne, has a complete set of electrons in its outer ring, eight to be exact, and is
therefore chemically inert and thus far has never reacted with any other element or â€¦

Neon Facts for Kids - Element Ne, Properties, Uses, Signs
...
www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/chemistry/neon.html
Neon Facts. Enjoy these cool neon facts for kids and learn more about who discovered
neon, what happens when the element is electrically charged and the interesting history
behind the noble gas. Check out a wide range of information that covers everything from
the chemical properties of neon to its use in advertising signs.

Facts About Neon - Live Science: The Most Interesting ...
https://www.livescience.com/28811-neon.html
Head to the Neon Museum of Las Vegas, with its "Neon Boneyard," an outdoor exhibit of
defunct Vegas signs dating back to the 1930s. The first neon lamp to go on display lit up
in Paris on Dec. 11, 1910, according to Neon Library, a â€¦

Neon Facts - Softschools.com
www.softschools.com/facts/periodic_table/neon_facts/184
Interesting Neon Facts: While experimenting on liquid air, Sir William Ramsay and Morris
Travers discovered neon in 1898. The scientists had only recently discovered krypton
prior to their discovery of neon, and would discover xenon shortly afterwards.

Interesting Facts about Neon - ScienceStruck
https://sciencestruck.com/interesting-facts-about-neon
Read on to learn some cool interesting facts about this element. Interesting and
chemicals are 2 words, which are very rarely used together. But aside from the bare
chemical properties, there are so many interesting facts to â€¦

Interesting Facts about NEON - findfast.org
www.findfast.org/science-element-neon.htm
Facts and Info about the element Neon - IUPAC and the Modern Standardised Periodic
Table The Standardised Periodic Table in use today was agreed by the International
Union of Pure Applied Chemistry, IUPAC, in 1985 which includes the Neon element.

Neon Facts - Top 11 Facts about Neon | Facts.net
facts.net/neon
Collection of interesting and fun neon facts for kids. These interesting neon element
facts provide insight on neon gas, liquid neon, properties and uses.

NEON FUN FACTS - Neon Pops - Google Sites
https://sites.google.com/a/scasd.org/neon-pops/neon-fun-facts
NEON FUN FACTS. Science links. Periodic table link. Recent site activity. 2344 days
since 2012. ... Neon forms in stars with a mass of eight or more Earth suns.
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